Dear America Voyage on the Great Titanic - Dear America Voyage on the Great Titanic is now back in print with a gorgeous new package five years ago, Sinking of the RMS Titanic Wikipedia - RMS Titanic sank in the early morning of 15 April 1912 in the North Atlantic Ocean four days into the ship's maiden voyage from Southampton to New York City, the largest ocean liner in service at the time. Titanic had an estimated 2,224 people on board when she struck an iceberg at around 23:40 ship's time on Sunday 14 April 1912. Her sinking two hours and forty minutes later at 02:20 ship's time confirmed her that she would be sailing by herself. She is given an envelope and told the contents will explain everything. Hidden Mysteries: The Fateful Voyage Titanic iPad - Hidden Mysteries: The Fateful Voyage Titanic for iPad, iPhone, Android, Mac, PC. Go on board the infamous Titanic and explore the ship as it begins its doomed descent in hidden mysteries: The fateful voyage Titanic. Play Titanic Adventure Out of Time on Modern PCs - I received the Titanic adventure out of time yesterday off of an eBay order, I bought the windows and macintosh version which also says next to it accelerated for power macintosh, Time Line RMS Titanic - The following is a re-creation of the significant events that took place aboard the Titanic although there were many important events on each day of the voyage. I am primarily highlighting the events moments before and directly after the Titanic crashed into the iceberg. RMS Titanic: An Introduction to the Greatest Shipwreck - RMS Titanic: An Introduction to the Greatest Shipwreck Drama of All Time: The Key Titanic Facts and How to Discover More...